Letter of Commitment
Player: __

_

_

_

_

_

_

(Please Print)

I, ______________________________________________, the undersigned parent or guardian of the player named above,
agrees to commit the player named above to Southern Connecticut Youth Hockey (SCYH) for the 20212022 hockey season.
I understand and acknowledge that, by making this commitment, the player named above is obligated play
for the SCYH
team for the full 2021-2022 Season. I also understand and acknowledge
that if I decide to leave the SCYH Organization for any reason prior to the end of the 2021-2022 season,
(to include disciplinary) I will be obligated to pay the full tuition balance for the 2021-2022 Season. In
the event the player is injured, a determination will be made by the SCYH BOD on a case by case basis.
This commitment does not guarantee the amount of playing time, or equal playing time. Skill
development and work ethic in practice and games are determining factors in playing time. The player and
parent also understand that a lack of development can result in placement on a different team determined
by the organization. The safety and development of the player is the highest priority.
Practice and game ice are scheduled to provide an equal amount of touches to each team respectively. Every
effort will be made to provide equal ice time to each team. In the unlikely event a discrepancy develops (to
include a shortened or cancelled season), efforts to remedy that discrepancy will be considered, but a
discount or reduction (pro-rated) of season fees is not guaranteed.
The name (designation) of the team does not indicate the level of play or the amount of season fees.
The coach and organization will determine the level of competition the team will play, based on the
assessment of the skill level of the team.
Any lawyer or legal fees, that result from legal action (i.e.: to collect any outstanding debts), will be the
responsibility of the member or party that owes the original debt. In addition, any member or party that
brings legal action against SCYH or any member, will be responsible for legal fees billed to SCYH. Once legal
action is initiated by any member or party, that member and or party (to include the player) will be suspended
from all SCYH activities, until such legal action is settled. The SCYH BOD will have the final authority to
determine when and if the member and or party will be reinstated.
I further acknowledge that the player named above, has been released by and has no outstanding financial
obligations to any other USA Hockey or CHC Youth Hockey Programs. The player named above is prohibited
from playing for any other Connecticut Hockey Conference (CHC) team, unless the full financial obligation
to SCYH has been satisfied, and the player been released by SCYH.

Accepted and Agreed: __

____

_

_ Date:

(Parent or Guardian’s Signature)

Email______________________________________________________ Phone_______________________________________

